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Exploring C++: The Programmer's Introduction to C++Apress, 2008
Exploring C++ uses a series of self–directed lessons to divide C++ into bite–sized chunks that you can digest as rapidly as you can swallow them. The book assumes only a basic understanding of fundamental programming concepts (variables, functions, expressions, statements) and requires no prior knowledge of C or any other...
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The Essentials of Computer Organization and ArchitectureJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2003

	The Essentials of Computer Organization and Architecture provides a one-semester introduction to computer organization and architecture. Created in direct correlation to the ACM-IEEE Computing Curricula 2001 guidelines, this text exposes the inner working of a modern digital computer through an integrated presentation of fundamental...
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The IDA Pro Book: The Unofficial Guide to the World's Most Popular DisassemblerNo Starch Press, 2008
No source code? No problem. With IDA Pro, you live  in a source code-optional world. IDA can automatically  analyze the millions of opcodes that make up an executable  and present you with a disassembly. But at that  point, your work is just beginning. With The IDA Pro Book,  you'll learn how to turn that mountain of mnemonics into...
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Building the chevy LS engine, Rebuilding and Performance ModificationsHPBooks, 2010

	The LS family of GM engines represents substantial design changes and performance enhancements as compared to the early generations of what I'll generically refer to as the small-block Chevy engine. The LS2 is based on a 6.0L block and is a great choice for a performance build, able to take advantage of a wide range of performance...
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Solidworks 2013 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A comprehensive resource packed with information for both beginners and advanced users


	SolidWorks is the leading 3D solid modeling software used in computer-aided design. It's powerful but not simple. This complete guide introduces beginners to the software but then goes far beyond, covering numerous details that...
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MIPS Assembly Language ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2003
First impressions are important.
  

  To introduce your Assembly Language programming students to the fundamental concepts of contemporary computer architecture, start with a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).  

  When students first encounter computer architecture, they need to begin with the basics of modern...
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Design Controls for the Medical Device IndustryCRC Press, 2002

	This reference provides real-world examples, strategies, and templates for the implementation of effective design control programs that meet current ISO 9000 and FDA QSR standards and regulations-offering product development models for the production of safe, durable, and cost-efficient medical devices and systems.

	

	Details...
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WebSphere 4.0 AEs Workbook for Enterprise JavaBeans, 3rd EditionTitan Books, 2001

	The WebSphere workbook is designed to be a companion guide for the book Enterprise Java Beans, 3rd Edition (O'Reilly) by Richard Monson-Haefel. This workbook is published with the approval of O'Reilly & Associates and is produced by Richard Monson-Haefel.


	The goal of this WebSphere-specific workbook, like the other...
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Building a Programmable Logic Controller with a PIC16F648A MicrocontrollerCRC Press, 2013

	Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are extensively used in industry to perform automation tasks, with manufacturers offering a variety of PLCs that differ in functions, program memories, and the number of inputs/outputs (I/O). Not surprisingly, the design and implementation of these PLCs have long been a secret of manufacturers. Unveiling...
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Organic Synthesis and Molecular EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The theory, methods, and practices needed to build molecules and supramolecular systems


	Using a synthetic approach to organic materials chemistry, this book sets forth tested and proven methods and practices that make it possible to engineer organic molecules offering special properties and functions. Throughout the book,...
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High Dynamic Range Imaging: Acquisition, Display, and Image-Based LightingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
High dynamic range imaging produces images with a much greater range of light and color than conventional imaging. The effect is stunning, as great as the difference between black-and-white and color television. High Dynamic Range Imaging is the first book to describe this exciting new field that is transforming the media and...
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Bioinformatics: A Practical Guide to the Analysis of Genes and Proteins, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"In this book, Andy Baxevanis and Francis Ouellette . . . have undertaken the difficult task of organizing the knowledge in this field in a logical progression and presenting it in a digestible form. And they have done an excellent job. This fine text will make a major impact on biological research and, in turn, on progress in biomedicine. We...
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